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The Choice Is Yours: A Study of the East Tennessee Voter’s Decision Process 
Introduction 
 National voter turnout rates in the United States have generally declined since the 1980s. 
The Center for the Study of the American Electorate recently estimated that 57.5 percent of all 
eligible American voters participated in the 2012 presidential election. In other words, 126 
million citizens voted, while 96 million eligible voters abstained. This is a decrease from the 
three previous presidential elections, when 62.3 percent voted in 2008, 60.4 percent cast ballots 
in 2004, and 54.2 percent voted in 2000 (CNN). Tennessee voter turnout has been no exception. 
It was recently estimated that Tennessee had the second-lowest voter turnout rate in last 
November’s congressional elections. Only 37.7 percent of Tennesseans voted; Texas was the 
only state ranked lower than Tennessee, following closely at 36.4 percent (Bewley 1).  
 Understandably, the decrease in national voter turnout is a concern for a representative 
democracy like the United States; low turnout may not ensure that American citizens’ concerns 
and attitudes are adequately represented in government. Thus, much research has been conducted 
on the causes of voter turnout with the underlying motivation to reverse these statistics. Many 
scholars posit that this decline is caused by a variety of factors, such as shifts in voting-age 
populations and in American cultural value systems. Others cite education levels and exposure to 
mass media as significant factors which influence voting behavior (Bewley 1).  
 My study examines a different factor in voting: the choices that voters face every election 
cycle. My inspiration for analyzing turnout as a function of choice comes from a book published 
in 2004 by psychologist Barry Schwartz. In The Paradox of Choice: Why More is Less, Schwartz 
claims that a “paradox of choice” is a growing problem for American consumers.  He writes that 
the increase in product choices for American consumers is intended to maximize their happiness 
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by enabling them to make the most appropriate personal decisions.  Studies show, however, that 
more choices make consumers more frustrated and depressed before, during, and after the 
decision process. The frustration experienced during the decision process often leads to 
indecision, which is the “paradox of choice.” Schwartz is confident that reducing consumer 
choices would greatly reduce anxiety for shoppers and thereby solve the paradox (Schwartz, 
Introduction). 
 The paradox of choice is an important issue within consumerism.  Although the concept 
cannot be cleanly applied to elections, it yields interesting questions when compared to the 
amount of choice present in the American election system and to declining voter turnout.  My 
research focuses on the turnout of a small sector of the American population: East Tennessee. 
My core research question is:  Are East Tennesseans discouraged from voting due to the choices 
they must make during each election cycle? Similar to past studies done on national voter 
turnout, my study is based on the assumption that high voter turnout is beneficial because it is 
more representative of people’s interests. Therefore, increased voter turnout and increased ballot 
completion are goals that a representative democracy should strive for during every election.  
 To answer my research question, I examined two elements. First, I examined the extent to 
which a roll-off phenomenon occurred in East Tennessee during the 2012 and 2008 presidential 
elections. Essentially, a roll-off phenomenon occurs when constituents go to the polls, complete 
the top-of-the-ballot contests, and leave the rest of the ballot incomplete. Second, I studied the 
extent to which voter turnout has decreased while the number of elections in Tennessee has 
increased over the past 12 years.      
 As previously mentioned, my research takes a more localized approach than previous 
scholars because I focus only on East Tennessee. For this study’s purpose, I define East 
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Tennessee in terms of its three largest regions: Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities. These 
three regions have comparable population sizes (approximately 180,000; 170,000; and 141,000; 
respectively), mid-sized public university presences, and similar demographics.  I compared 
statistical data on the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections. This data is provided by each 
region’s corresponding county election commission. For Knoxville, I used data from Knox 
County, and for Chattanooga I used data from Hamilton County. The Tri-Cities is composed of 
Kingsport, Johnson City, and Bristol.  Therefore, to encompass this region I used the election 
results from both Washington County and Sullivan County. 
 
An Overview of the Following Chapters 
 The first chapter, “A Brief History of East Tennessee Voting” provides historical 
backgrounds on Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities since the 1960s. The implementation 
of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and other influential reforms are briefly discussed. I also 
comment on the evolution of the predominant Tennessee political parties and their membership, 
the different methods used to administer the ballot, and voter turnout trends.  
 “The Roll-Off Phenomenon,” the second chapter, provides a fuller definition and 
discussion of the roll-off phenomenon, including its history and previous research.   I focus 
especially on factors which have been proven to promote the phenomenon’s occurrence in other 
states, such as minority populations, low education rates, and high poverty levels. I then analyze 
the presence of these factors in Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities. Evidence in this 
section includes articles such as “Election Roll-Off: A Test of Three Explanations” and “How 
Voting is Like Taking an SAT Test,” which emphasize minorities’ roles in the election system.  
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 In the third chapter, “Frequency of Elections,” I discuss past research that has been 
conducted on the relationship between the number of elections in a given cycle and voter turnout.  
Dr. Richard W. Boyd is one of the premier researchers on the expanding number of elections, 
and his studies are heavily discussed in this section. Although his work was published during the 
1980s, his research remains relevant because the number of elections during certain cycles has 
not decreased since then. Dr. Boyd speculates that voter turnout rates are decreasing because 
voters are being called to the polls more frequently.  He introduces theories such as the election 
frequency hypothesis and the ballot attractiveness hypothesis to help justify his claims. Although 
my study does not test ballot attractiveness in East Tennessee, it does test the election frequency 
hypothesis. 
 The fourth chapter, “Analyzing the Data,” focuses on East Tennessee statistics that are 
provided by each county’s election commission as well as the U.S. Census Bureau.  I especially 
concentrate on the past three election cycles. Voter turnout trends in each Knoxville, 
Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities are discussed, as well as demographic trends, such as age and 
race, among the voting populations. I record the percentage of completed ballots during the past 
two presidential elections and, subsequently, record any roll-off phenomena during these periods. 
I also record the expansion of or decrease in the number of elections during each cycle.   
 In the fifth and final chapter, “Conclusion,” I use information and data from the previous 
chapters to answer: Are East Tennesseans discouraged from voting due to the choices they must 
make during each election cycle? I discovered that the roll-off phenomenon and the fluctuation 
of the number of elections is minimal in these three East Tennessee regions. Therefore, I 
conclude that the declining voter turnout in East Tennessee is due to factors other than the 







Chapter 1: A Brief History of East Tennessee Voting 
Introduction 
 In order to discuss voting methods and prevailing attitudes on elections in Tennessee, it is 
important to first understand their histories.  This section provides a brief historical context for 
my research and the progression of Tennessee electoral procedure since the 1960s. 
 
Trends in Tennessee Party Identification 
 Tennessee has voted for the Republican candidate in the past several presidential 
elections. In fact, since 1952 Tennessee has pulled for the Republican candidate in 12 out of 16 
elections.  The only elections when Tennessee voters supported Democrats were Lyndon B. 
Johnson in 1964, Jimmy Carter in 1976, and Bill Clinton in 1992 and 1996 (Patterns in 
Presidential Elections).  Tennessee’s longstanding Republican tendencies are important to note 
because the state is not often viewed as a battleground. Rather, Democratic candidates often 
focus campaign energies on other states, assuming that they will not win in Tennessee.  
Similarly, when predicting voter turnout rates, analysts often assume that Tennessee will support 
the Republican candidate.  
  It is also important to note Tennessee’s demarcation as a “red state” because it has been 
noteworthy in past elections.  For instance, George W. Bush won Tennessee in 2000, defeating 
Democrat and Tennessee native Al Gore.  Tennessee’s Republican tendencies prevented a close 
election and surprised many Gore supporters.  A 2011 Gallup poll reported that 43.7 of 
Tennesseans lean toward Republican candidates, which is four percentage points higher than the 
national average.  In contrast, 39.2 percent consider themselves to be Democrats, four percentage 
points lower than the national average.  Tennessee has always had a relatively low approval 
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rating for President Obama. For example, in July 2012 his approval rating in Tennessee was 37 
percent, about 8 points lower than the national average (Gallup.com). 
 
Progression of Tennessee Voting Legislation 
 Tennessee is often cited for creating the first Jim Crow law in 1881, which enforced 
segregation on train cars (PBS). These laws, which were designed to enforce segregation and 
disenfranchise African American voters, began to be federally dismantled in the 1940s with 
Supreme Court decisions in Sweatt vs. Painter (1949), McLaurin vs. Oklahoma (1950), and 
Brown vs. Board of Education (1954). Racial segregation officially ended with the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, which outlawed unequal application of voter registration requirements.  That being 
said, the Civil Rights Act did not challenge literacy tests or the notion of “voter qualification,” 
both of which were popular Jim Crow laws (PBS). Poll taxes were also used by many Southern 
states to discourage African Americans from voting. These taxes were finally banned in 1964 
with the ratification of the 24th Amendment.   
 Although Memphis and Nashville were always home to vocal opponents of Jim Crow 
laws, Knoxville prided itself on relatively quiet and “healthy” race relations (TN Encyclopedia). 
A more sympathetic attitude towards African Americans was probably due in part to a smaller 
percentage of African Americans in East Tennessee.  A series of riots in 1919, during which a 
lynch mob raided local jails and fought against local African American communities, caused 
many African Americans to migrate out of Knoxville to Indiana, Wisconsin, and Illinois. The 
population percentage of African Americans has been low ever since (Wheeler 92).  
 Still, racial tensions began to surface in East Tennessee after the Brown v. Board decision 
in 1954.  A 1958 poll of white constituents showed that “90 percent ‘strongly disapproved’ of 
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schools desegregation, 85 percent did not believe that the Brown v. Board of Education decision 
was ‘the law of the land,’ and 100 percent opposed enrolling ‘one or two white children’ in a 
previously all-African American school” (Wheeler 123-24). Despite these attitudes, Knoxville 
schools were officially desegregated in 1959 after a student named Josephine Goss filed a 
lawsuit.  Knoxville schools filed an approved school integration plan in 1967, and its schools 
were considered to be “unitary” by 1973 (Wheeler 124-25).  In terms of post-secondary 
education, University of Tennessee graduate programs were integrated in 1951; however, the 
undergraduate programs were not integrated until 1961.     
 Although Knoxville’s overall economy struggled after WWII and through the 1960s, the 
African American population was especially struck with poverty and unemployment. In addition 
to being denied certain jobs, African Americans were denied medical services at the main 
Knoxville hospitals: East Tennessee Baptist Hospital, Fort Sanders Presbyterian Hospital, and St. 
May’s Catholic Hospital (Wheeler 134).  Some Knoxville leaders made the integration of these 
services part of their political campaign platforms.  For example, in 1960 Mayor John Duncan 
enlisted help from the Chamber of Commerce, the Downtown Knoxville Association, the 
Association of Women’s Clubs, the Central Labor Council, and the Knoxville Ministerial 
Association and flew to New York City to appeal to restaurants’ headquarters to desegregate 
their Knoxville establishments.  When his appeals were denied, a series of lunch counter sit-in 
campaigns began on June 9, 1960 (Wheeler 125).  Robert T. Booker, then the student 
government president at Knoxville College, was in charge of this effort.  He and several other 
students began to sit-in at lunch counters and movie theaters in downtown Knoxville. These 
protests gained momentum after local news outlets started following them; the lunch counters, 
movie theater, and hospital were desegregated in 1963 (Lawson 1). 
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 Finally, in 1965 the Voting Rights Act was passed.  Although African American men 
technically had the right to vote since the ratification of the 15th Amendment in 1870, this law 
explicitly outlawed “voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or standard practice, or 
procedure. . .to deny or abridge the right of any citizen of the United States to vote on account of 
race or color” (Maryland Law). This law has since been renewed several times: 1970, 1975, 
1982, and 2006.   
 
Current Voting Procedures 
 Two years after a controversially-close 2000 presidential election, President George W. 
Bush signed the Help America Vote Act (HAVA). This act aimed to increase transparency in the 
voting process by establishing minimum election administration standards, by establishing the 
Election Assistance Commission, and by replacing punchcard and lever-based voting systems.  
Tennessee’s implementation of this federal law began in 2003 with the Tennessee State Plan.  In 
addition to updating the voter stations, Tennessee created a formal voter registration list, 
implemented provisional voting, and created a uniform complaint grievance process. Provisional 
ballots are used when research must be done on the voter’s eligibility; these votes are counted 
after the election commission has confirmed their eligibility.  The state allocated millions of 
dollars for these changes.  Initially, 11 million dollars was set aside for HAVA implementation; 
by 2012, over 35 million dollars were invested in this act. (Tennessee Dept of State: Elections)  
 As of 2012, one must be a resident, a United States citizen, at least 18 years old, and free 
of felony charges in order to register to vote in Tennessee.  Registrants must also be able to 
provide an address and social security number. Tennessee recently became one of twelve states 
that require voters to present a photo identification when entering the polling station, such as a 
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driver’s license, passport, or military ID (Tennessee Dept of State: Elections). There has been 
much controversy surrounding this law.  Supporters of this law claim that it will help fight voter 
fraud.  Others, including many Democrats, claim that this law is unconstitutional and designed to 
depress voter turnout among their supporters, such as minorities and senior citizens (Pendry 16).  
In last semester’s The Daily Beacon, University of Tennessee professor William Jennings 
described his grandmother’s struggles to get a voter ID card, calling these laws “ridiculous 
obstacles” (Dixon 1). Although this argument continues to develop, a Tennessee appeals court 
upheld the constitutionality of the vote ID law in October 2012. (Tennessee Department of State: 
Elections) 
 Directions on the state and county election commission websites make registering to vote 
in Tennessee seem fairly easy.  A resident can either mail a voter registration form to their 
county election commission or register in-person at the county clerk’s office, the county election 
commission office, public libraries, or at several other government offices. Tennesseans may 
register as late as one month prior to election day. Many argue that this cut-off date is too soon, 
arguing that people get more interested in a presidential election within a month of election day.  
One academic study goes so far as to call the early registration date as the “largest institutional 
hurdle to voter participation in the United States”  because 84 percent of Americans do not know 
their voter registration deadline (TACIR 27). These researchers also hypothesize that election-
day registration would greatly increase voter participation.  
 In 2008 the Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations published a 
report called “Keeping the List: Voter Registration and Eligibility.”  The committee evaluates 
current state voting methods and states that many voters still complain about voter intimidation, 
misinformation, location of polling stations, and lack of supplies.  The report also lists current 
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laws that work against voter fraud and suppression.  Currently, 92 percent of adult Tennesseans 
are registered to vote.  When considering the number of illegal residents and legal non-citizens of 
the state, this number is quite high compared to other states (TACIR 24).  
 Overall, this report evaluates measures such as election-day registration and voter ID 
requirements and concludes that “balancing access to the polls with the security of the vote raises 
complex issues. Restrictions that sound reasonable on their face could, on closer examination, 
lead to disenfranchisement of qualified voters. At the same time, too lax a system invites fraud” 
(TACIR 47).  Indeed, the balance between security and access will be interesting to consider 
when discussing East Tennessee’s rising early voting rates in Chapter Four. Producing signature 
verification or a valid photo ID may be a deterrent for some voters. 
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 Chapter Two: The Roll-Off Phenomenon 
Introduction 
 In this section, I provide a fuller definition and discussion of the roll-off phenomenon.  I 
especially focus on factors which have proven to promote the phenomenon’s occurrence in other 
states, such as minority populations, low education rates, and high poverty levels. I then analyze 
the presence of these factors in Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities.   
 
What Is Roll-Off? 
  The roll-off phenomenon occurs when voters compete the top-of-ballot elections but 
leave the rest of the ballot incomplete. This concept was not studied until the late-1980s by 
Charles S. Bullock and Richard E. Dunn, who lament that roll-off “has received scant study on 
the assumption that [it] is confined to unimportant issues and races in which there is little voter 
interest in the first place” (1).  In “Election Roll-Off: A Test of Three Explanations” (1993), 
Bullock and Dunn used precinct-level returns from Atlanta and Fulton County nonpartisan 
elections to test three possible explanations for the roll-off phenomenon: ballot confusion, 
saliency of the contest, and voter fatigue. They counted votes in each race as a percentage of 
total ballots cast and then used ecological regression formulas to determine turnout and roll-off 
by race. Upon analysis, ballot confusion did not appear to be a factor, but there was significant 
evidence for saliency of contest and voter fatigue, which produced a “staggering” absolute  
percentage of roll-off in these Atlanta elections (Bullock and Dunn, 7-8).   
 Saliency of contest occurs when voters do not think the election directly affects them. In 
many cases, the voter does not recognize any of the candidates’ names, or the elected office has 
minor duties (Bullock and Dunn 4).  In contrast, voter fatigue occurs when voters are tired from 
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traveling to the polls, waiting in line, etc. and want to exit the polls as quickly as possible.  
Bullock and Dunn also found that racial differences may also contribute to roll-off.   They found 
that Atlanta voters were more likely to vote on racial issues or when the contest was between a 
African American candidate and a white candidate.  Overall, roll-off occurs more often among 
African American voters than white voters. The significant level of African American roll-off in 
these Atlanta elections comparable to election studies showing high levels of African American 
roll-off in New Orleans elections, an occurrence that these studies have attributed to 
socioeconomic factors such as education (Bullock and Dunn 13). 
 These researchers wrote that a particularly good example of roll-off and its controversial 
effects was in the Fulton County Commission election contest.  Candidate Martin Luther King 
III contested these election results, arguing that his supporters were confused by his name 
appearing on the bottom of a long, two-paged ballot (7).  Although he later conceded to his 
opponent, King’s frustrations illustrate politicians’ increasing awareness of roll-off.  Moreover, 
Bullock and Dunn determined that King had a legitimate reason to be frustrated; he would have 
gained five percent more of the ballot if  he been placed on the same page as the rest of the 
candidates.  Although this  percentage would not have changed the outcome, it would have made 
King’s race significantly closer.    
 Overall, Bullock and Dunn prove that saliency of the contest and voter fatigue are factors 
that contribute to the roll-off phenomenon, with saliency of the contest being the strongest factor 
(16).  They conclude that the roll-off phenomenon is important to study for a couple of reasons.  
First, roll-off can lead to a significant difference in election results.  Although it did not affect 
King’s ultimate outcome, five percent is enough to affect a swing vote and should not be 
overlooked.  Second, Bullock and Dunn argue that “voter run-off may have implications for 
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officeholder responsiveness” (14). People who roll-off may be negatively affected; winners of 
those races may not feel accountable to demographics who chose not to elect them.  
    Other studies suggest that ballot length and voters’ education levels may be factors that 
make roll-off more common in the United States than in other countries.  One scholar remarks 
that “one of the unique aspects of the electoral process in the United States is the sheer number 
of decisions American voters are asked to make when they go to the polls” (Wattenberg, 
McAllister, Salvanto 1). Some scholars posit that voters consciously roll-off when they do not 
feel like they have sufficient information to cast their ballots.  In “How Voting Is Like An SAT 
Test,” Martin P. Wattenberg,  Ian McAllister, and Anthony Salvanto analyzed the level of roll-
off in House races from the 1980s and 1990s.  They argue that voters make choices similar to 
standardized test-takers.  That is, they pick answers they know and leave blank the unsure 
questions to avoid penalization. This analogy is true only to a certain extent.  Unlike test-takers, 
American voters are not penalized for their decisions. and no candidate is considered to be a 
wrong answer. Although it is nice to imagine that all voters refrain from voting when they do not 
have sufficient information, ignorant voting persists. There must be another reason, then, that 
causes even the ignorant voters to leave their ballot incomplete.    
 Because roll-off usually occurs in areas where there is low voter turnout, it is “a feature 
of American political behavior that deserves serious attention” (3). Like Bullock and Dunn, 
Wattenberg et al. discovered a positive correlation between minority populations and roll-off.   In 
addition to minority populations, these researchers have found a relationship between state size 
and roll-off occurrence.  A linear relationship exists, meaning that the ballots of bigger states 
have more roll-off and the ballots of smaller states have less roll-off (10).  Because bigger states 
usually have more urban areas and higher minority populations, this relationship makes sense. 
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As of 2012, Tennessee ranked 17 out of 50 in population size (U.S. Census).  Thus, a Tennessee 
ballot has a higher probability of roll-off than many other states.   
 In “State Referendum Voting, Ballot Roll-Off, and the Effect of New Electoral 
Technology,” Professor Stephen M. Nichols is concerned that roll-off interferes with the 
country’s basic direct democracy principles.  He writes, “the low level of voter participation in 
state referendum and initiative contests-and the fact that those who do participate and the fact 
that those who do participate tend to be socioeconomically privileged-raises important concerns 
about whether the policies produced via direct democracy truly reflect majority preferences” 
(106).  He claims that, in any given election, a quarter of voter participants roll-off on state 
referenda and initiatives, which are given on 26 states’ ballots.  
 The rest of his study focused on the electronic voting machine’s potential to reduce roll-
off by lessening voter fatigue.  He studied the effects of electronic machines on the 1992 and 
1996 Kentucky state constitutional referenda amendments and discovered that these machines 
eliminated roll-off by as much as 20  percent.  Each machine had a flashing red light which did 
not turn off until voters completed each item on the ballot, constantly encouraging them to finish 
their ballot.  These electronic machines especially helped reduce roll-off in lower socioeconomic 
areas. Although Nichols is optimistic about technology’s ability to combat roll-off, other scholars 
fear that vote quality may be compromised by people voting just to make the flashing red light 
go away (115).  
Presence of Roll-Off’s Contributing Factors in East Tennessee 
 Overall, the research in the previous section revealed positive correlations between roll-
off and high minority populations, low education rates, and high poverty rates.  To a certain 
extent, all three factors exist in Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities. Tennessee minority 
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populations are increasing every year. According to the Pew Research Center, out of 6,456,243 
state inhabitants, 16.9 percent are African American and 4.7 percent are Latino.  The populations 
of Knox County, Hamilton County, Sullivan County, and Washington County all mimic these 
proportions. Tennessee student populations do as well.  According to the Tennessee Department 
of Education Report Card, in 2011 67.8 percent of students were white, 23.6 percent were 
African American, and 6.6 percent were Hispanic. Furthermore, 6.2-7.7 percent of households in 
East Tennessee speak in a language other than English.   
 
History of African American Voting 
 Although the data above does not seem significant by itself, it becomes more noteworthy 
when combined with information on minority immigration to Tennessee. I provided a brief 
historical overview of Jim Crow laws and Tennessee’s civil rights movement in Chapter I, but I 
did not discuss the initial impact and legacy that this progression left on Tennessee African 
American voter’s attitudes.  In African Americans in Tennessee, Lester C. Lamon provides a 
survey of Tennessee African American history from 1791 to 1970.  When discussing 20th 
century Jim Crow laws, he writes that  
Illiteracy, mobility, and poverty were highest among African Americans, and the new 
election laws took advantage of each of these characteristics.  With no help allowed in 
reading and casting the secret ballot, a white interpretation of all registration qualifications, 
and careful personal record keeping required for registration certificates and poll tax 
receipts, thousands of African American Tennesseans stayed away or were denied access to 
the polls. (Lamon 59) 
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This passage indicates the extent to which African Americans were discouraged from voting 
during the Reconstruction era. According to Lamon, thousands of eligible voters decided not to 
vote due to fear or lack of education.  Others went a step further and urged fellow African 
Americans to embrace these discriminatory laws and to trust the federal government and the 
Republican party.  He writes, “Given their political and economic dependence upon whites and 
also the fact that they accounted for less than one-fourth of the state’s population, most African 
American Tennesseans yielded to the odds. . .[some], with the memory of slavery still fresh, 
accepted even a caste system as a distinct improvement” (60).  This passage indicates an early 
legacy left by Jim Crow laws: eligible African American voters did not feel as if they could 
affect an election’s outcome, and they did not want to upset white voters.  
 Although African American Tennesseans tend to vote Democrat today, they voted 
primarily with the Republican party during the early 20th century.  Rural communities were 
further disenfranchised by Jim Crow laws due to more isolation and lack of community planning, 
while African Americans in urban areas gradually became more enfranchised.  According to 
Lamon, “[urban] African Americans had greater access to education, were less vulnerable to 
intimidation, and benefitted more from the strength and support of the “group.” They had little 
chance of electing members of their own race to office, but when mobilized by able leaders they 
formed a critical voting bloc that demanded white political consideration” (80).   
 The contrast between Tennessee rural and urban communities during this time period 
could be a parallel to rural and urban populations in Tennessee today.  The African American 
population rates of Memphis and Nashville are significantly higher than those in East Tennessee 
regions. For example, 63.3 percent of Memphis’ population is African American.  These areas’ 
greater minority populations are subsequently a factor in their higher minority voter turnout 
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rates.   Furthermore, Democratic leaders are more often elected in middle and west Tennessee, 
whereas Republican leaders continue to be elected in East Tennessee.  In the rest of his book, 
Lamon describes a series of successful African American voter registration campaigns in West 
and Middle Tennessee.  For example, over 9,000 African Americans became registered in 
Fayette County after a successful campaign in 1959.  Overall, Lamon’s conclusion is optimistic 
about the civil rights campaign’s effect on Tennessee African American voters.  
 
Education 
 A recent article in  Education Week grades every state’s education report cards for 2012. 
Tennessee received a “C” and is ranked 21st in the nation. Currently, there are 1,568,926 people 
enrolled in Tennessee schools (1).  The U.S. Census Bureau’s 2011 survey “Selected Social 
Characteristics in the United States: Tennessee” suggests that many Tennesseans graduate high 
school but do not pursue higher education.  For example, out of the population of constituents 
who are 25 years or older, 83.2 percent graduated from high school, but only 23 percent earned a 
bachelor’s degree or higher. 
 Tennessee education statistics suggest that state ballots may be susceptible to roll-off. 
Bullock and Dunn conducted their study in Georgia, a state with traditionally better public 
schools and an overall higher education ranking than Tennessee.   If education is indeed a 
contributor to roll-off, and roll-off has been documented in states with better education systems 
than Tennessee, then Tennessee must be at least as susceptible to roll-off as states such as 
Georgia.  
 East Tennessee has some excellent public schools.  Last year, U.S. News and World 
Reports ranked all Tennessee high schools; nine of the top twenty are located in East Tennessee.  
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Furthermore, each of the counties I am studying contain at least one of them: Farragut High 
School and Bearden High School (Knox County area), Dobyns-Bennett High School (Sullivan 
County), Chattanooga High School Center for the Creative Arts (Hamilton County), and Science 
Hill High School and University School (Washington County). These areas also all contain 
respectable secondary institutions.  The University of Tennessee-Knoxville, the University of 
Tennessee-Chattanooga, and East Tennessee State University are all accredited four-year 
institutions that attract many East Tennessee residents.  High retention and graduation rates of 
these schools show that formally-educated constituents live in East Tennessee, suggesting that 
this region may be better educated than more rural areas in Middle and West Tennessee.  
Therefore, East Tennessee may not be as conducive as other areas to roll-off due to quality of 
education. 
 
Poverty   
   In 2011 the U.S. Census Bureau reported that 14.6 percent of all adult Tennesseans 
earned an income that was less than the poverty level.  That same year, 9.2 percent of the 
3,105,102 people comprising the Tennessee labor force were unemployed.  East Tennessee has 
traditionally been a less affluent area; the county with the highest poverty rate in this region is 
Scott County at 31.9 percent (1). In Knox County, however, 21.1 percent of adults earned an 
income that was below the poverty level.  According to Channel 10 WBIR, Knox County’s 
overall poverty level is 12.9 percent. Although this number seems high, Knox County is the least 
poor county in East Tennessee.  For instance, 15.9 percent of people living in Hamilton County 
produce an income that is below the poverty level, while 17.3 percent of Washington County 
constituents and 16.5 percent of Sullivan County constituents make an income that is below 
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poverty level (U.S. Census Quick Facts, “Economic Characteristics”). These poverty rates are 
important to keep in mind because voting can be expensive.  In addition to transportation costs 
and time costs, lower-income individuals may feel as if their votes are futile and that policy 
decisions affect only more affluent individuals.  
 
State Initiatives that May Combat Roll-Off 
 Knoxville, Chattanooga, and Tri-Cities all use electronic voting machines, which 
researchers have proven to reduce roll-off in other areas.  The Knox County Election 
Commission publishes information about their Hart InterCivic electronic voting systems on their 
website and includes a tutorial so that constituents may learn how to navigate the systems.  The 
video is interesting because it suggests that some Knox County constituents are nervous about 
their voting experience to the extent that they will seek an online tutorial.  This video is an effort 
to reduce that potential election-day anxiety.    
 The video reassures voters that casting a ballot only takes few minutes and requires no 
computer skills.  It shows a woman presenting her ID to a poll worker and then choosing either 
English or Spanish as their language (Spanish is only available in some areas).  The voters casts 
a ballot by rotating a wheel and selecting different names with an Enter button.  After scrolling 
through all of the contests, the voter is taken to a final screen, which alerts the voter of any races 
they may have skipped over or decided not to vote in.  After confirming or changing these 
selections, the voter logs off and leaves the polls. 
 Hamilton County, Sullivan County, and Washington County all use electronic systems 
that are similar to Hart InterCivic.  These electronic systems all attempt to accommodate 
different types of voters, such as non-English speakers, people with few computer skills, and 
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people with disabilities.  Overall, Knox County Election Commission’s voting system 
exemplifies the actions that officials have taken, conscious or unconsciously, to reduce the roll-
off phenomenon.  These electronic machines help Tennesseans complete their ballots by 
increasing accessibility and by reducing fatigue, two factors that studies have linked to roll-off 
occurrence.  These machines also appeal to minorities and less-educated voters, two significant 
factors in the occurrence of roll-off.    
 In 2007 the Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations published a 
report called  “Trust and Verify: Increasing Voter Confidence in Election Results,” which 
studied the entire election process in Tennessee and analyzed the advantages and disadvantages 
of election voting machines.  The report concluded that electronic machines are cost-efficient 
and suggested ways to increase voter turnout.  TACIR’s first suggestion was the implementation 
of voter-verified paper trails.  They reasoned that many voters may be discouraged from 
participating because the “distrust of voting systems that are entirely electronic is widespread, 
undermin[ing] voter confidence” (71).   Optical scan-counting machines and ballot printers have 
been implemented in other states to ensure that a physical record to ballot count exists in case the 
electronic machines malfunction.  These measures, which have already been implemented in 
some Tennessee counties (such as Hamilton), are initially expensive but may provide more long-
term ballot security.   
 The report’s second suggestion is based on the evidence that early voting is becoming 
more popular in Tennessee.  TACIR suggests that early voting and voting by mail should be 
made more accessible in order to “reduce the pressure on polling places on election day, 
addressing one of the concerns of recent elections- long lines and long waits” (71).  They write 
that voting by mail should be made more accessible to rural areas and that the early voting period 
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be extended in order to accommodate voters who may have difficulty traveling to the polls on 
election day.   Although the state has not mandated either suggestion since this report was 
published in 2008, more counties are incorporating their own paper trails.  It is also becoming 
more common for county election commissions to provide detailed instructions about early and 




 Chapter Three: Frequency of Elections 
Introduction 
 In this chapter,  I discuss past research that has been conducted on the relationship 
between the number of elections in a given cycle and voter turnout.  Dr. Richard W. Boyd is one 
of the premier researchers on the expanding number of elections.  Although his work was 
published during the 1980s, his research remains relevant because the number of elections during 
cycles has not decreased much since then that decade. In “Decline of U.S. Voter Turnout: 
Structural Explanations,” Dr. Boyd analyzes the decline in voter turnout since 1964 in terms of 
frequency of elections.  He speculates that the increase in elections is a structural deterrent from 
voting.  More specifically, he argues that voter decline after 1964 was caused by two factors: a 
change in voter age distribution and an expanding election calendar across federal, state, and 
local elections which has increased the number of times voters are called to the polls. 
 He argues that the United States is one of the only countries that has long ballots and 
frequent elections.  He quotes E.E. Schattschneider from The Semisovereign People, who wrote 
that: 
It has often been pointed out to us that the turnout in parliamentary elections outside of 
the United States is apt to be about 80  percent, approximately 20 per cent higher than it 
is in the United States. . .An Englishman voting in a general election casts one vote for a 
single candidate for one office, using a ballot about the size of a government post card. 
American elections are, on the other hand, extremely complex. . .American voters must 
cope with fifty systems of election laws. (113) 
Although Schattschneider exaggerates, my discussion in the previous chapter shows how the 
extensiveness of the ballot may indeed intimidate many Americans.  Schattscheider’s passage 
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also details how the frequency of federal, state, and local elections can prove exhausting for 
Americans.  Boyd agrees with this assessment, writing that the separation of elections may 
“diminish the political importance of the presidential year election” because people are tired of 
being called to the polls so often.   
 Boyd analyzed American election cycles using the equal likelihood model and the core-
periphery model.  He concluded that declining turnout may be a natural occurrence.  He reasons 
that the post-World War II baby boom is now increasing the proportions of young voters and old 
voters, both who are less likely to vote.  He also argues that turnout rates are deceptive. Even if 
participation stays consistent, turnout rates per cycle may be proportionally lower when the 
number of elections increases.  Similar the Wattenberg et al., Boyd suggests that lower voter 
turnouts should be embraced because they indicate that Americans are taking their civic duties 
seriously.  If someone does not feel comfortable with the candidate choices, then they will 
abstain from voting so the results are not skewed.   
 
Social Expectancy 
 An interesting corollary to proportionally low turnout rates are mandatory voter 
registration laws.  Boyd discusses these laws in Connecticut, writing that the only way one can 
nullify their registration is by moving, dying, or committing a felony.  Although mandatory 
registration laws are an easier way to manage annual registration lists, it may also keep turnout 
rates deceptively low.  In Tennessee, one can purge their voter registration by writing to the 
Tennessee Department of State.  Although this may help keep the voter registration list more 
representative of actual voters, some Tennesseans may not take the initiative to cancel their 
registration.  After all, an important element of voting is social expectancy. That is, people are 
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expected to register to vote, lest they be judged by their peers, even if they do not plan to actually 
vote.  For example, at Science Hill High School, where I graduated from, all seniors were 
required to complete a voter registration card as part of a homework assignment.  Although my 
high school peers are all part of the registered voting population, I know that many of them 
probably did not participate or had any intention of participating in the last election.  
  Although not many studies have been done on social expectancy’s role in voting, it is 
often assumed by scholars.  For instance, in a study on the social expectancy of homeownership, 
Nicolas Paul Retsinas and Eric S. Belsky note that “our democratic form of government is based 
on the assumption that citizens will actively participate in the governance process.  At the very 
least, citizens are expected to vote in local and national elections, if not become more involved 
by participating in political campaigns or serving on local advisory committees” (394).   In this  
passage, the authors acknowledge that America’s electoral process is inherently based on social-
expectancy; that is, people are expected to vote in order to hold policy-makers accountable and 
to influence change. 
 
Ballot Attractiveness Hypothesis 
 In “Election Calendars and Voter Turnout” (1981),  Boyd introduced two structural 
explanations for declining turnout: the ballot attractiveness hypothesis and the election frequency 
hypothesis.  The ballot attractiveness hypothesis states that the fewer the number of salient 
statewide contests on a presidential ballot, the less likely it is that in individual will vote (2).  
Boyd’s notions on saliency are interesting to compare to the saliency-of-the-contest explanation 
for roll-off, which was discussed in the previous chapter.  Similar to this research, Boyd suggests 
that voters may be more likely to participate in gubernatorial and presidential races because they 
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seem more relevant.  This idea is later confirmed in “Effects of Primaries and Statewide Races 
on Voter Turnout” (1989), when Boyd concludes that ballot attractiveness and primary races 
may both effect general election turnout  (10).  Overall, Boyd’s ballot attractiveness hypothesis is 
a good reminder of the importance of saliency to the voter.    
 
Election Frequency Hypothesis 
 The election frequency hypothesis speculates that the more often elections are held, the 
less likely citizens will vote.  Boyd is quick to stress that this participation decline is not due to 
an attitudinal shift.   Instead, it is the proportional result of a consistent voting electorate divided 
among more elections.  After testing, Boyd concludes that there are four reasons why the 
election frequency hypothesis should be accepted as a reason for declining turnout: the role of 
political organization/campaigns, the focus/decisiveness of contest, the divisive primary, and the 
satiation of people’s interests (10).   In the end, Boyd notes that the American south has always 
had lower voter turnouts and more complex election calendars than the rest of the country.  Thus, 
he was not surprised to discover that southern residence may be factor in decreased turnout and 
writes that the election frequency hypothesis must be at least partly true for this region (13).  His 
comments on the South are important to keep in mind when examining Tennessee election data.   
 Since Boyd’s work, not much research has been done on the frequency of elections. In 
2003 Electoral Studies published an article called “Seasonal factors, voter fatigue, and the costs 
of voting” which analyzed voter costs and voter turnout of British by-elections.   After analyzing 
weekly election returns over a span of 16 years, researchers concluded that voter turnout may be 
negatively affected by two factors: the season during which the election takes place and the 
frequency of elections.  British voters were more likely to vote during the summer, but they were 
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less likely to vote when the time elapsed between elections was short (Rallings, Thrasher, and 
Borisyuk 65-67).  The researchers concluded that frequent elections produced voter fatigue 
which had a considerable effect on turnout.   Overall, this modern study supports Boyd’s election 




Chapter Four: Analyzing the Data 
Introduction: 
 In this chapter, I examine the past three election cycles in East Tennessee.  Statistics on 
this region are provided by each county’s election commission, the Tennessee State Election 
Commission, and the U.S. Census Bureau. First, I discuss each county’s election schedule, the 
fluctuation of elections during each cycle, and the voter turnout rates each year.  Then, I record 
the percentage of completed ballots during the past two presidential elections and record any 
roll-off phenomena during these periods. At the end, I discuss demographic changes among the 
voting populations in Knoxville, Chattanooga, and Tri-Cities. 
 
Election Calendars 
Knoxville: Knox County 
 Although election cycles usually start at the beginning of a calendar year, I will define an 
“election cycle” to be from one presidential election to the next.  Knox County voters may 
participate in eight elections (and 17 ballot contests) between each presidential election. This 
averages to about 2.5 elections per year and consists of City of Knoxville contests, Knox County 
contests, state contests, and federal contests.  Each of these contests have primary and general 
elections.  Knox County and state elections occurred every two years on the same election dates: 
February through November in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, and 2012.  Federal contests 
also occurred in 2000, 2004, 2008, and 2012. City of Knoxville elections occurred every two 
years, on an alternative schedule: 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2011. 
 From 2000 to 2012, Knox County’s presidential election turnout declined from 65.1  
percent to 60.72  percent.  At the same time, the  percentage of absentee voters and early voters 
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who participated in this contest increased from 48.52  percent to 66.26  percent (see Appendix 
A). The inverse relationship between these  percentages indicates that not only are fewer people 
voting, but also fewer people are traveling to the polls on election day.  Although these  
percentages may not seem statistically significant by themselves, they exemplify the statewide 
trend in Tennessee voting over the last couple decades.   
 The number of elections in these past three election cycles has remained constant, 
suggesting that expanding election calendars have not created more election choices for Knox 
County voters to choose from.  That being said, there were a few special elections that may have 
affected smaller populations of Knox County voters.  For example, residents of Farragut were 
asked to participate in city elections in 2005, 2007, and 2009, introducing more election days and 
thus choices for them. 
Chattanooga: Hamilton County 
  Hamilton County’s presidential turnout rate stayed the same from 2000 to 2012, about 
63 percent.  The percentage of early voting has significantly increased in Hamilton County, as 
has the registered voter population (See Appendix A). Hamilton County’s election calendar is 
very similar to Knox County’s calendar.  There were slightly fewer elections during this time 
period, however, because the county did not have primary elections before each general election.  
There were spikes of voter turnout in both 2004 and 2008, perhaps due to the popularity of the 
presidential races that year. 
Tri-Cities: Washington County and Sullivan County 
 Washington County and Sullivan County have very similar election calendars.  Each 
have eight elections between each presidential election.  Unlike Knox County, these counties do 
not have primaries for their city commission and council elections.  Washington County’s 
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presidential election voter turnout stayed almost exactly the same from 2000 to 2012.  In 2000, 
63.71  percent of constituents participated; this number increased to 70.12 in 2004 and 74.67 in 
2008 before dropping back down to 63.29 in 2012 (See Appendix A).  The fluctuation of 
Washington County’s turnout from 2000 to 2012 was similar to Hamilton County, and its 
percentage of early or absentee voters increased.  In 2000, 38.32 of voters voted before election 
day; by 2012, this number was 54.86  percent (see Appendix A).   
 In contrast, the voter turnout in Sullivan County actually increased from 2000 to 2012.  
Similar to Washington County, the rate rose in the 2004 and 2008 elections and then fell again in 
2012. As previously noted, the rise in the 2004 and 2008 elections may be explained in part by a 
greater interest in contests during these elections; for example, the election of President Obama 
in 2008 generated more turnout in part because it attracted more minority voters.  (See Appendix 
A)   
 
 Percentage of Completed Ballots 
Knox County 
 Out of the four counties, the Knox County Election Commission had the most complete 
election results archive and history. In the 2008 presidential election, Knox County voters were 
able to cast votes for (1)  President and Vice President, (2) U.S. Senate, (3) U.S. House of 
Representative, (4) A Tennessee Senate/House of Representative congressman (one for their 
district), and for eight county charter amendments.  In other words, the 2012 ballot contained 10 
total items for each voter.  I recorded the percentage of absentee, early, and election day voters 
for each ballot race, as well as the  percentage of total voters participating in each ballot race.  
Unsurprisingly, nearly all voters participated in the presidential and vice-presidential ballots in 
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both 2008-about 98  percent.  As the ballot continued, however, the  percentage of total voters 
participating in each race dropped slightly.  Overall, the percentage of voter participation 
decreased from 98.96 in the presidential/vice-presidential ballot to 80.34 percent for the eighth 
county charter amendment.  (See Appendix B) 
 The results from the 2012 ballot were similar to the 2008 ballot.  In this election, there 
were fewer county charter amendments to vote on, making the ballot length smaller.  Still, the 
voter participation rate decreased from 98.49  percent in the presidential/vice-presidential 
election to 88.27  percent by the last county charter question.  It is important to note that these 
participation  percentages do not strictly decrease; there are spikes of participation in a few more 
popular ballot races, such as the liquor referendum (see Appendix B).   
Hamilton County 
 In contrast, the 2012 and 2008 ballots for Hamilton County were smaller than the Knox 
County ballots.  Chattanooga did not vote on any county charter amendments during these 
elections, so voters were only asked to select (1) a U.S. President and Vice-President, (2) a U.S. 
senator, (3) a U.S. Representative for the 3rd Congressional District, (4) one Tennessee House of 
Representative for their district, and (5) a Chattanooga City Ordinance. Altogether, the ballot 
length was about five items.  Like Knox County, Hamilton County showed slight roll-off as the 
ballot progressed, but there was no dramatic shift.  The lowest turnout rate did occur on the 
bottom of the ballot, when only 49.81 percent of registered Chattanooga voters participated in 
the city ordinance ballot race.   
Tri-Cities 
 Washington County also had smaller ballots for the 2008 and 2012 elections; each had 
six items on it (see Appendix B).  Like the previous counties, Washington County showed some 
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roll-off.  While nearly everyone voted for U.S. President and Vice-President, the participation 
rate dropped 6.5 percentage points by the third ballot item in 2012 and was even more significant 
in 2008.  It is also interesting to note that in both elections, more people did early or absentee 
voting than election-day voting.  Sullivan County data showed slightly less roll-off, or about five 
percentage points between the top of ballot and the third ballot item (see Appendix B).   
 
Regional Demographics 
 It is important to address minority populations in this section because the roll-off 
phenomenon has been attributed to minority populations in other states.  Tennessee is becoming 
increasingly diversified.  In 2000, the state’s white, African American, and Hispanic populations 
were 81.2, 9.0, and 1.3 percent, respectively, of the total population.  By 2010, the white 
population had decreased to 79.5 percent, the African American population remained steady at 
16.9  percent, and the Hispanic population had significantly increased to 4.7  percent.  
 The populations of Knox, Washington, Sullivan, and Hamilton County all mimic this 
statewide trend; these areas are predominately white but have quickly increasing minority 
populations.  In 2000 Knox County’s population was 89.2  percent white, 9.0  percent African 
American, and 1.3  percent Hispanic.  By 2010, however, the region was 77.6  percent white, 
16.7  percent African American, and 4.6  percent Hispanic. In fact, Knoxville’s Hispanic 
population increased 213 percent from 2000 to 2010 (Pew Hispanic Research Center).  Although 
a significant portion of this population are undocumented workers, it is also safe to assume that 
part of the incoming population are eligible voters.  
 According to the Pew Research Hispanic Center, there are 4,689,000 eligible voters in 
Tennessee.  The ratio of white eligible voters to Latino voters is 50:1, and the ratio of African 
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American eligible voters to Latino voters is 10:1, and the ratio of white eligible voters to African 
American eligible voters is 5:1. The voting populations of Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-
Cities area mimic Pew Research Center’s statewide data.  Although demographics on eligible 
voting populations are relatively easy to find, Tennesseans are not required to record their race 
when they register to vote. Nor are they asked to record their race when casting their ballots.   As 
a result, it is difficult to find information on actual voter demographics for each county.  
Nevertheless, it is appropriate to guess that the voter demographics are becoming more 
diversified as the minority voting-age populations continue to increase in each region.  
 
Results 
 The percentages of early and absentee voters have increased in all three regions in the 
past three election cycles.  Early voting occurs the two weeks leading up to the general election.  
For example, in 2012, early voting for the presidential election occurred from October 17th to 
November 1st. This suggests that East Tennessee voters are trying to create more choice for 
themselves by creating a different day on which they vote.  They also may be trying to reduce 
election-day stresses such as long lines, traffic, wait time, and last-minute campaigning.  
 Knox County and Hamilton County had slight occurrences of roll-off in the 2008 and 
2012 presidential elections.  Knox County demonstrated more roll-off than Hamilton County (an 
18  percentage point spread in the 2008 election), which makes sense considering its lengthier 
ballot and slightly bigger population.  Furthermore, although the roll-off that occurred with the 
federal and congressional elections is not that significant (typically a three-percentage point 
spread), the drop from congressional races to state races was striking in both counties (see 
Appendix B). The drop in participation suggests that either the saliency or position of these 
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ballots discourages the voter from participating. In other words, the increased number of ballot 
choices discourages East Tennessean voter participation. 
 It is also interesting to note that in Knox County, the number of items within a ballot race 
may be affecting voter participation in that race.  For instance, the 2012 Senate race had several 
more candidate choices than the President race that preceded it and the House race that followed 
it.  This race also had four percent less participation than the Presidential race and one percent 
less participation than the House race. Although this percentage dip is not that significant, 
especially when considering that it is 94.8 percent, it does raise questions about the number of 
items on ballot. For a better illustration, see Appendix C for a sample ballot from Knox County’s 
2012 November general election. 
 In short, roll-off and number of ballot choices seem to be a slight choice factors in voting,  
but they do not appear to be that significant.  More broadly speaking, my data tables suggest that 
the declines in presidential voter turnout in Tennessee may be caused by areas other than East 
Tennessee.  As discussed in the election calendars section, Knox County is the only county 
which experienced a decrease in presidential voter turnout from 2000 to 2012.  Because 
Tennessee has experienced a more significant and consistent turnout decline than these East 
Tennessee counties, this statewide trend may be caused by declining turnout rates in larger 
metropolitan centers, namely Nashville and Memphis. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 
Introduction 
 Overall, my research shows that election calendars have not expanded in Tennessee and 
that many East Tennessee voters left their ballots incomplete in the 2008 and 2012 presidential 
elections.  Therefore, I can conclude that East Tennesseans are slightly discouraged from voting 
due to the choices they must make during each election cycle; however, the correlation between 
my choice indicators is so slight that the declining turnout rates in Knox County and Tennessee 
overall must be due to factors that exist outside East Tennessee.  Voter decline in Memphis and 
Nashville, for instance, may be due to choice factors such as expanding election calendars and 
ballot length.  Research that combines choice theory to voting has not been conducted in these 
areas yet, so it is difficult to tell.  
 Probably more significant factors that have contributed to a decline in Tennessee voter 
participation are increasing proportions of minority populations.  In this final section I speculate 
about how race is frequently a factor in a voter’s decision process and how it may be an 
increasingly important determinant of  a voter’s inclination to complete their ballot.  Although 
racial issues may seem like a tangent to my overall project, one’s cultural upbringing, education 
level, and socioeconomic status are factors that affect their decision to vote and complete the 
ballot. Therefore, understanding the progression of Tennessee’s eligible voting demographic is 
critical.     
 
Tennessee’s Eligible Minority Voting Population 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, the ratio of white eligible voters to Latino voters is 
50:1, the ratio of African American eligible voters to Latino voters is 10:1, and the ratio of white 
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eligible voters to African American eligible voters is 5:1.  Because 75 percent of Tennessee’s 
overall population is Caucasian, it is not surprising that the majority of the voting population is 
also white.  The Pew Hispanic Research Center analyzed Tennessee voters in terms of age, 
gender, language, education, marital status, and income (See Appendix D).  It is interesting to 
note that eligible Hispanic voters, about 1.6 percent of eligible voters, are much younger than 
white and African American eligible voters.  Thirty-five percent of Hispanic voters are between 
18 and 29 years old, whereas only 21 percent of the overall voting population is comprised of 
this age group.  Most Tennessee voters are at least 30 years old.  
 Overall, the populations of Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities area mimic Pew 
Research Center’s statewide data.  Knoxville’s white, African American, and Latino populations 
account for 76.1 percent, 17.1 percent, and 4.6 percent of the city’s overall population, 
respectively. Although Knoxville has received refuges from Liberia, Burundi, and Iraq, Latinos 
account for most of its foreign population.  According 2010 U.S. census data, the city’s foreign-
born population was 4.6 percent, or about 8,202 people.  The Latino population accounts for 
6,326 (or 77.1 percent) of this foreign-born population  29.9 percent of the foreign-born 
population have become naturalized citizens (and eligible voters) while 70.1 percent remain non-
citizens.  It is also interesting to note that 6.2 percent of Knoxville households speak languages 
other than English. 
  In contrast, Chattanooga boasts a higher percentage of both African Americans and 
Latinos: 34.9 percent and 5.5 percent respectively. 5.9 percent of this city’s population is 
foreign-born, 26.6 percent of that population being naturalized citizens and 73.4 percent 
remaining non-citizens.  Similar to Knoxville, 7.7 percent of Chattanooga’s households speak a 
language other than English.  In the Tri-Cities, the foreign-born population is consistent with 
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Knoxville and Chattanooga- about 5.5 percent, 27.5 percent of which have become naturalized 
citizens.  Also, 6.6 percent of Tri-Cities’ households speak a language other than English.  
 
Latino Immigration’s Effect on Voting in Tennessee 
 In “Seeking to Understand the Politics of Immigration in Tennessee,” Dr. De Ann Pendry 
writes Tennessee is one of a few states that continues to produce exclusionary-based laws despite 
growing minority populations.  Populations of Mexican and other Latino migrants have been 
increasing since the 1980s (Pendry 1,6).  She writes that  
Tennessee is one of an increasing number of states whose governments have been 
passing their own laws designed to include or exclude immigrants. . .The rhetoric used to 
justify exclusionary proposals focuses on ‘illegals,’ whom Newton (2008) argues, are 
constructed as ‘undeserving’ individuals who ‘broke the law,’ even though some of the 
proposals, such as the English-only proposals, affect ‘formally’ as well as ‘informally 
authorized’ migrants. (2) 
According to Dr. Pendry, Latinos tend to live in urban areas such as Memphis, Chattanooga, or 
Knoxville, as well as areas farther east such as Bedford County and Hamblen County, which 
have food processing facilities (6).  Furthermore, populations in these areas are definitely 
increasing.  In fact, by 2012, the numbers of Latinos had increased in almost every county. At 
the same time, however, immigration-related ordinances have been increasing and are often 
party-based.  Basically, majority Republican areas are most likely to restrict immigration, and 
majority Democratic areas are more likely to pass pro-immigrant ordinances (Pendry 11).  East 
Tennessee is usually a majority Republican area, and legislation produced in Knoxville, 
Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities area is more likely to use exclusionary rhetoric towards their 
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minority populations.  This was seen in 2007 and 2008, when over 100 exclusionary bills were 
proposed in the state legislature, most by white middle-aged males who were from Chattanooga 
and Knoxville (Pendry 13).   
 These legislators continue to assign negative meaning to the growing Tennessee Latino 
population by stereotyping them as undeserving illegals.  Although Tennessee has enacted a 
voter I.D. requirement, many of these legislators support more stringent laws to prevent illegal 
immigrants from trying to vote.  Many also support English-only ballots and driver’s license 
tests for the same reasons.  Although these politicians may have a valid argument about trying to 
reduce illegal immigration, I think that they have wrongly projected this fear onto voting 
behavior. Although anti-immigration laws are not meant to affect the population of eligible 
Latino voters, they invariably do by affecting public perception of this ethnicity.  Therefore, 
these laws could potentially produce election-day anxiety for voters. 
* * * 
 In short, my study has demonstrated that the number of choices which East Tennessee 
voters are presented with during an election cycle may slightly discourage them from 
participating in an election.  Although the frequency of elections is not a significant choice factor 
for voters, the length and relevancy of ballot choices have produced roll-off phenomena on 
ballots in Knoxville, Chattanooga, and the Tri-Cities.  The presence of roll-off was slight, and 
pre-existing conditions such as electronic ballots and the high voter education rates may have 
mitigated its occurrence in each county.  
 Other electoral studies have shown a correlation between increasing minority populations 
and higher poverty levels and lower education rates.  Because these factors have been proven to 
induce ballot roll-off, I predict that the roll-off phenomena will increase on East Tennessee 
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ballots as long as minority populations continue to increase in this region. To that end, it will be 
interesting to conduct a similar study of Tennessee election returns a decade from now, when 
voting demographics have more significantly changed.  All in all, declining turnout rates in East 
Tennessee, as well as consistently lower turnout rates in the South, make factors in the voting 
process an important focus of study.  Although the amount of choice may not be a significant 
factor in this process, it will become increasingly important to discover what is in order to 
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Appendix D: Eligible Tennessee Voter Demographics (2010) 
 
